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For any large network N with n vertices and O(n 2) edges, the direct approach treats the net- 
work as a whole and takes O(n 4) time to find the maximum flow values between all pairs of ver- 
tices. A large network can sometimes be divided into tri-connected component. In this paper, a 
decomposition algorithm is introduced to take advantage of the situation. For any network N 
which has n vertices, O(n 2) edges and p tri-connected components, with approximately equal 
numbers of vertices in each component, the decomposition algorithm required O(n4/p 3 +n 2) 
time to compute the (~) maximum flow values, an improvement over the O(n 4) time direct 
approach. 
1. Introduction 
A network N = (V, E) is a capacitated undirected graph consisting of a set of ver- 
tices Vand a set of undirected edges E, where IV[ = n and IEI--m. An edge connec- 
ting vertices i and j is denoted by eij, and the vertices i and j are said to be adjacent 
to the edge eij. Every edge eij has a positive capacity cij which indicates the max- 
imum amount of flow that can pass through that edge. 
For any two vertices i, j e V, we shall denote the maximum flow value between 
these two vertices by F(i, j )  and denote the capacity of the minimum cut by C(i, j ) .  
It follows from the Maximum-Flow Minimum-Cut Theorem [1,2] that 
F(i, j )  = C(i, j) .  
We also use C(i, j )  to denote the minimum cut itself if there is no ambiguity. 
The multi-terminal network flow problem is to find the maximum flows between 
all pairs of vertices in the network. It was shown in [3] that all (~) flow values can 
be obtained by doing n -  1 maximum flow computations. The result of the n -  1 
maximum flow computations i  a cut-tree whose links correspond to n -1  non- 
crossing minimum cuts of the network. We shall call this approach the direct ap- 
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proach. Assume that m = O(n2). Each maximum flow computation will take O(n 3) 
time [9, 11, 18] and the direct approach will take O(n 4) time to construct he cut- 
tree and to find all maximum flow values. However, a large network can sometimes 
be divided into tri-connected components. In this paper, we present a decomposition 
algorithm to take advantage of the situation 1.Such algorithm is useful in analyzing 
communication networks [12], partitioning circuit layouts [10] and analyzing popu- 
lation migrations [13, 14]. Interested readers hould refer to references [3, 5, 7] for 
backgrounds in network flows and cut-trees. 
2. Overview of the decomposition algorithm 
In [3], we condense a subset of vertices into a single vertex. In this paper, we suc- 
cessively reduce the given network to a single tri-connected component 2 by replac- 
ing certain tri-connected components in the current network with single edges. The 
basic idea of the decomposition algorithm can be roughly described as follows: 
(i) Decompose the network N into tri-connected components using the algorithm 
of Hopcroft and Tarjan [4] and find the unique set of separation pairs. 
(ii) Represent every tri-connected component as a circle. Connect wo circles by 
an arc if the two corresponding components are adjacent in the original network N. 
(Two components are said to be adjacent if they have a separation pair in common.) 
These arcs and circles form a tree, called the component-tree. Select one circle of 
the component-tree as the root-component, define ancestor-descendant relationship 
among the components and find the leaf-components. 
(iii) First find the maximum flow value between the separation pair in a leaf- 
component Ni. In finding the maximum flow, we use the edges in Ni only. If the 
maximum flow value is o, we replace Ni by an edge of capacity o connecting the 
separation pair in the network N and remove the leaf-component from the compo- 
nent tree 3. We do this from the bottom up the component-tree, replacing com- 
ponents by edges, until all children of the root-component are replaced by single 
edges. 
(iv) We find the multi-terminal flows between vertices in the root-component and 
obtain its cut-tree. Then we successively refine the cut-tree as we traverse from the 
top down the component-tree until we obtain a cut-tree of all the vertices in the 
I Note that when m = O(n), we can use the O(mn log n) algorithm by Sleator and Tarjan [15, 16] to find 
the maximum flow between a given pair of vertices and obtain a further speed up in the decomposition 
algorithm. 
2 Readers can refer to Section 3 for the definitions of tri-conneeted components and separation pairs. 
3 Note that multiple edges may be created in the process. Whenever this happens, we will replace the 
multiple edges connecting two vertices by a single edge of capacity equal to the sum of the capacities of 
the multiple edges. 
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original network. 
To avoid ambiguity, we use vertices and edges for the network N, nodes and links 
for its cut-tree T, and circles and arcs when we refer to the component-tree. 
3. Graph connectivity - Bi-connected and tri-connected components 
The definitions used here are similar to those given in [4, 17]. A path connecting 
two vertices i and k is a sequence of vertices and edges 
i, eu, j ,  e~p, . . .  , eqk, k 
where each vertex or edge appears only once in the sequence. A network is said to 
be connected if there exists a path between every pair of vertices in the network. 
A vertex a is called an articulation point if there exist two distinct vertices i and 
j ( i~a,j~a) such that every path between i and j contains a. A network without 
any articulation point is said to be bi-connected. 
Suppose the network is not bi-connected, Hopcroft and Tarjan [4, 17] have 
developed an algorithm to partition the edges of N into subnetworks Ni= (Vi, Ei) 
such that 
(i) each Ni is biconnected; 
(ii) no Ni is a proper subnetwork of another bi-connected subnetwork of N; 
(iii) each vertex of N which is not an articulation point occurs exactly once among 
the Ni's and each articulation point occurs at least twice; 
(iv) for each i, j, i~j, NiNNj contains at most one vertex; furthermore, this 
vertex (if any) must be an articulation point. 
The subnetworks Ni's are called bi-connected components of N. Hence, for any 
given network which is not bi-connected, we can first decompose the network into 
its bi-connected components, find the cut-tree of each bi-connected component 
separately, and then combine the cut-trees of the components together to obtain the 
cut-tree of the original network. (See [8] for details.) We shall assume that the net- 
work is bi-connected from now on. 
Let {a, b} be two vertices in N. We say that two edges are in the same separation 
class with respect o {a, b} if they lie on a common path not containing a and b ex- 
cept as endpoints. {a, b} is a separation pair of the network N if the edges of N can 
be divided into at least two separation classes with respect o {a, b} unless (i) there 
are exactly two separation classes and one of these classes consists of a single edge, 
or (ii) there are exactly three classes and each consists of a single edge. A bi- 
connected network without any separation pair is said to be tri-connected. 
Suppose the network N is not tri-connected. Hopcroft and Tarjan [4] have 
developed a depth-first-search algorithm to find all the separation pairs and divide 
N into a unique set of tri-connected components. 
We shall describe briefly their depth-first-search algorithm. Interested readers are 
strongly urged to read [4]. 
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Fig. 1. 
Let {a, b} be a separation pair which disconnects the network N into two com- 
ponents N~ and N 2. We introduce a virtual edge to connect he vertices a and b in 
each of the two components. The virtual edge is denoted by (a, b, a) where tt is 
a unique label identifying the corresponding split operations. Each component, o- 
gether with its copy of the virtual edge, is called a split component. (There may be 
an edge connecting a and b in the original network N and hence multiple dges may 
be created in the process. All edges in the original network N are called real edges.) 
Two components sharing a common virtual edge are said to be adjacent o each 
other. 
The network is spiit recursively into split components until each split component 
is either a triple bond, a triangle or a tri-connected network. Then adjacent triangles 
are merged as much as possible into polygons, and adjacent riple bonds are also 
merged as much as possible into bonds. (Merging means to unite two adjacent com- 
ponents together and eliminate the virtual edge they have in common.) Finally, we 
get a unique set of tri-connected components ( ee Lemma 2 of [4]). We assume that 
the network has been decomposed into a unique set of tri-connected components 
from now on. 
In Fig. 1, we have a bi-connected network with 16 vertices, 29 edges and 8 tri- 
connected components. The separation pairs are (a, b), (a, d), (a, e), (b, d), (b, e), (d, e), 
(c, d), (e, f ) .  The corresponding tri-connected components, labeled Nl, ...,N8 are 
shown in Fig. 2, where the virtual edges are represented by dotted lines and the let- 
ters next to the virtual edges denote the corresponding split operations. Note that 
the vertices adjacent to the virtual edges are represented by squares while all other 
vertices are represented by circles in Figs. 1 and 2. 
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4. Component trees, conditional maximum flows 
Suppose we represent each tri-connected component by a circle and connect two 
circles by an arc if their corresponding tri-connected components hare a common 
virtual edge. The circles and the arcs will form a tree. We can transform this tree 
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N2 
Fig. 3. 
into a rooted tree by arbitrarily selecting a component as the root. We call this 
rooted tree a tri-connected component tree. Based on a tri-connected component 
tree, we can impose a father-son (or ancestor-descendant) relationship between cer- 
tain tri-connected components in the network. For example, in Fig. 3(a), we have 
a tri-connected component tree of the network shown in Fig. 1. N~ is the root of 
the tree. N2 has three children namely N3, N4, and Ns. We shall simplify the tri- 
connected component tree by merging each bond (if it is not the root-component) 
into its father-component and call the resultant tree, a component tree. For exam- 
ple, we will merge N6 into its father N 3 and obtain the component tree shown in 
Fig. 3(b). 
In the component tree, every arc corresponds to a virtual edge shared by a son 
and its father. Components without sons are called leaf-components. 
For a given virtual edge shared by a father-component and a son-component, the 
edge is the upper virtual edge of the son-component and is a lower virtual edge of 
the father-component. (Note that each component, with the exception of the root- 
component and the leaf-components, has exactly one upper virtual edge and at least 
one lower virtual edge. The root-component has no upper virtual edge and the leaf- 
components have no lower virtual edges.) 
Let (i, j, a) be the upper virtual edge of a component. We define the conditional 
maximum f low between i and j, denoted by F(i, j I a), as the maximum flow subject 
to the condition that all edges used are real edges in the given component or in the 
components which are descendants of the given component (i.e. all components in 
the sub-tree with the given component as its root). 
Likewise, we define C(i,j[a) as the capacity of conditional minimum cut 
separating i and j in the corresponding subnetwork. It follows from the Maximum- 
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Flow Minimum-Cut Theorem [1, 2] that 
F(i, j l a )=C( i ,  j l u ) .  
We shall also use C(i, j I a) to denote the conditional minimum cut itself if there is 
no ambiguity. 
5. Basic notations and lemmas 
We shall first state three lemmas without proof. All the lemmas mentioned in this 
section can be easily understood if we assume that there are no ties in the capacities 
of the edges as well as in the capacities of the minimum cuts. When there is no tie, 
the cut-trees are unique and we can use the phrases 'the minimum cut', 'the cut- 
tree', etc. Otherwise, we have to use the phrases 'there exists a minimum cut' or 
'there exists a cut-tree with the following properties... '. Readers are urged to take 
the 'no tie' assumption during the initial reading of this section. The proofs of Lem- 
ma 1, 2, 3 and Corollaries 1, 2 and 3 can be found in [3, 5, 6, 7] and are omitted here. 
Let (X IX) be a cut dividing the vertices in N into two disjoint sets X and R and 
let (Y I $') be another cut dividing the vertices in N into two disjoint sets Y and Y. 
The cuts (X ])() and (Y I ~') are said to cross each other if and only if there exists 
at least one vertex in each of the following four sets: 
xnY, xne, xnY, xn . 
Lemma 1. Let (X ] X )  be a minimum cut separating vertices i and j and ( Y ] }') be 
a minimum cut separating vertices k and I. I f  (X [ X)  and (Y [ Y') cross each other, 
then there exist two minimum cuts, one separating i and j and the other separating 
k and 1, and these two minimum cuts do not cross each other. [] 
Corollary 1. We can condense all the vertices in X into a single vertex if we want 
to f ind a minimum cut separating two vertices, i and k, in X. [] 
Corollary 2. There exists a set of  n -  1 non-crossing minimum cuts in any network 
from which we can determine the (3) maximum flow between all pairs of  vertices 
in the network N. The maximum f low value F(i, j )  is equal to the smallest capacity 
of  all the minimum cuts separating vertices i and j. [] 
Corollary 3. A tree T can be constructed where each link of  the tree corresponds 
to a minimum cut described in Corollary 2. The value attached to the link is equal 
to the capacity of  the corresponding minimum cut. The maximum f low F(i, j )  equals 
to the minimum value of  the links along the path connecting i and j in T. [] 
Lemma 1 is referred to as the lemma of the non-crossing minimum cuts and it 
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enables us to condense a subset of vertices into a single vertex during a maximum 
flow computation. 
A cut (X I "(') is called a circular cut surrounding a vertex i if and only if: (i) i e X 
and (ii) for any Z c_ X and i e Z, C(Z ] Z )_  C(X IX). 
Lemma 2. Let (X I "~) be a circular cut surrounding vertex i and ( Y I ~') be a circular 
cut surrounding vertex j such that (X 1.~) and ( Y [ ~') cross each other. Then there 
exist two other circular cuts, one surrounding i and the other surroundingj, and the 
two circular cuts do not cross each other. [] 
Lemma 3. Let i, j and k be three vertices in an undirected network such that both 
C(i, j )  and C(j, k) separate i and k in the network. We have 
F(i ,k)=min{F(i , j ) ,F( j ,k)}. [] 
Let {a, b} be a separation pair of a network N and u be a split operation which 
splits N into two components Nl = (Vl, El) and N2 = (V2, E2). Assume that NI, 
which contains the real edge eao, is the father-component and N2 is the son- 
component. (Thus the virtual edge (a, b, t~) is the lower virtual edge of Nl and the 
upper virtual edge of N2.) 
Lemma 4. Let F(a, b I a), the conditional maximum flow between a and b in the 
component N2, be o and the capacity of  the real edge Cab and Cab. (Let Cab = 0 if eaa 
does not exist.) Then for  any two vertices and t in N 1, the maximum f low F(s, t) 
can be obtained by computing the maximum flow between s and t in Nl with Cab 
and the lower virtual edge (a, b, a) combined into a single edge of  capacity Cab + o. 
Proof. Let F(s , t )=C(X I fO ,  with seX and t in X. We have the following two 
cases. 
Case 1. If the minimum cut (X 1~') does not contain eab or any edge in the son- 
component N2, replacing cab and all the real edges in N2 by a new edge of capacity 
Cab+ o connecting a and b in N will not affect the capacity the minimum cut 
(X IX), since cab + o equals to the maximum flow between a and b using both eab 
and the edges in the son-component N2. 
Case 2. If the minimum cut (XIX) contains edges in the both NI and N2, those 
edges in N2 must form a conditional minimum cut separating a and b. Otherwise 
it will contradict he assumption that (X IX) is a minimum cut separating s and t 
in the whole network. So the capacity of the minimum cut C(X [.,Y) consists of three 
parts, the first part from the edges in N2 of value o, the second part from the real 
edge eab of value cab, and the third part from the other edges in NI. Hence, we can 
obtain the capacity C(X IX)  by doing the maximum flow between s and t in NI 
with cab and the lower virtual edge (a, b, a) combined into one edge of capacity 
cab+ o. [] 
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When we want to find any maximum flow values between the vertices in the 
father-component, Lemma 4 allows us to replace each son-component by a lower 
virtual edge of capacity equal to the conditional maximum flow between the cor- 
responding separation pair, and then combine all the multiple edges created into 
single edges. Such replacement operation will not affect any maximum flow values 
between the vertices in the father-component. We can apply Lemma 4 recursively 
to the father-component of NI and treat N~ as the son-component. 
In a component-tree, we can do the replacement operation from bottom up star- 
ting at the leaf-components. Hence, when the capacities of all the lower virtual edges 
in the root-component are found, the maximum flows between any two vertices in 
the root-component can be obtained using only its real edges and lower virtual 
edges. 
Now let us consider the root-component Nr and one of its children, say N s. 
Assume that (a, b, a) is the virtual edge shared by Nr and N s. Since we know the 
maximum flow between any two vertices in the root-component, we know 
F(a, b) = C(a, b). 
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equals the maximum flow value between a and b using the real edges in the compo- 
nent Nr only. When finding the maximum flow value between two vertices in Ns, 
we can replace the root-component by the upper virtual edge of capacity F(a, b ) -  
F(a, b I a) since both F(a, b) and F(a, b are known at this time~ 
In general, let N be the network shown in Fig. 4(a) with two components N~ and 
N2 shown in Fig. 4(b). 
Lemma 5. Let F(a, b I a) be the conditional maximum flow between a and b in the 
component N 2 and F(a, b) be the maximum flow between a and b in the whole net- 
work. Then for any two vertices ' and t' in N2, the maximum flow F(s', t') can be 
obtained by replacing all the edges in the component N~ by the upper virtual edge 
(a, b, ~) of  capacity F(a, b) - F(a, b I a). 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 4. [] 
We can apply Lemma 5 recursively to the son-components of N2 and treat N2 as 
the father-component. Thus, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4. When finding the maximum flow value between two vertices and t 
in a component N i with an upper virtual edge (a, b,a) and lower virtual edges 
(ci, di, ~i), we can first replace all the edges in each son-component and the son's 
descendant components by a lower-virtual edge of capacity equal to the conditional 
maximum flow value between the corresponding separation pair, and replace all the 
edges NOT in N i or its descendant components by the upper virtual edge (a, b, a) of 
capacity F(a, b) - F(a, b [ a), and then combine all multiple edges into single edges. 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4 and 5. [] 
6. A numerical example 
Before describing the decomposition algorithm in detail, we shall first give a 
numerical example and introduce some terminology. 
Consider the network shown in Fig. 1. The network is decomposed into 8 tri- 
connected components in Fig. 2. Once we select N~ as the root and obtain the 
rooted tree in Fig. 3(a), we then merge the bond N 6 into its father N3 and get the 
component tree in Fig. 3(b). The leaf-components are N7, N4 and N s. 
We first find the conditional maximum flow between a separation pair in a leaf 
component, say N8, with 
F(c, dlO)=4, 
and create an edge of capacity 4 in the component N5 connecting vertices c and d. 
Note that the conditional minimum cut 
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C(c, d lO)=({c}l{d,x,,x2}). 
Replacing N s by the lower virtual edge (c, d, 0) has the same effect as condensing xl
and x2 into the square vertex d. 
Similarly, the conditional maximum flow between e and f in the component N7 
equals 




















I b, C 
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C(a., b)  -- /6  
(a.) 
Fig. 6. 
Thus, we create a new edge between e and f in the component N3 with capacity 
equal to 6 + 1 = 7 (because the capacity of the real edge between e and f in the 
original network is 1), condense zl into f and condense z2 into e. 
In condensing several vertices into a single vertex, we call the original square 
vertex the host and the other vertices the satellites of the square vertex. Thus, d is 
the host with Xl,X2 as its satellites in Ns, and f i s  the host with zi as its satellite in 
N3. 
The bottom up approach of replacing leaf-components by edges is shown syste- 
matically in Fig. 5 (Note that the component N2 was made up of four virtual edges 
but now it has three edges of capacities of 4, 6, and 10.) 
Finally, we get the root-component as shown in Fig. 6(a). We treat Fig. 6(a) as 
a single network and obtain its cut tree by doing three maximum flow computations 
between the four vertices. The cut-tree is shown in Fig. 6(b). Note that there are two 
super-nodes in the cut-tree, with a, b as the host vertices and a minimum cut of 
capacity of 16 separating the two super-nodes. 
Now, we shall refine the cut-tree by finding the maximum flows between the ver- 
tices in the other components following the pre-order traversal of the component 
tree. As we go from the top down the component tree, we assign a capacity to the 
upper virtual edge of each component. (Note that the same virtual edge shared by 
two components has two different capacities, one for the lower virtual edge, and 
the other for the upper virtual edge.) 
From the minimum cut C(a, b) obtained in the root-component, we assign 
F(a,b)-F(a,b[a)= 16-4= 12 
as the capacity of the upper virtual edge (a, b, a) in N 2 and obtain the new compo- 
nent N 2 shown in Fig. 7. 
Now, we want to find the maximum flow between vertices a and e in Fig. 7. 
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V,. 
I " ~ l I C ( a ' b ) = I 6 
Fig. 7. 
When we calculate the lower virtual edge capacity C(a, b I a) all vertices are parti- 
tioned into two sets and condensed either with the host a or the host b. Since a and 
e are all on one side of the minimum cut, we find the maximum flow between a and 
e in the condensed network shown in Fig. 8(a) (Corollary 1) and obtain the cut-tree 
shown in Fig. 8(b). 
To find the maximum flow between b and d, we do the computation on the net- 
work shown in Fig. 9(a), and obtain the cut-tree shown in Fig. 9(b). 
After performing successive computations on components N 3, N7, N4, N5 and 
N 8, we obtain the cut-tree shown in Fig. 10. 
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7. Description of the algorithm 
There are basically three parts in the decomposition algorithm. The first part is 
to obtain the component-tree and define the ancestor-descendant relationshig. If we 
consider the component-tree as an ordered tree, we can define pre-order trav.ersal 
and post-order traversal of the tree. 
The second part of the decomposition algorithm is to replace the descendant com- 
ponents by virtual edges connecting the separation pair. Remember that for an~, Vir- 
tual edge shared by a father-component and a son-component, the edge is the upper 
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This virtual edge has two different capacities, one capacity for the lower virtual 
edge in the father-component and the other for the upper virtual edge in the son- 
component. To get the lower virtual edge capacity, we do a post-order traversal 
through the component tree. The lower virtual edge capacity is equal to the condi- 
tional maximum flow between the separation pair. In doing the conditional max- 
imum flow, we also get a conditional minimum cut which separates the two square 
vertices. The son-component is then replaced by the lower virtual edge with its 
capacity equal to conditional maximum flow. The vertices of the son-component are 
partitioned according to the conditional minimum cut and condensed with their host 
vertices. Note that multiple edges may be created in the process. Whenever this hap- 
pens, we will replace the multiple edges connecting two vertices by a single edge of 
capacity equal to the sum of the capacities of the multiple edges. The replacements 
of son-components by lower virtual edges continue until we reach the root- 
component and replace all its descendant components by lower virtual edges with 
capacities equal to their conditional maximum flow values. 
The third part of the decomposition algorithm is to get a cut-tree of the root- 
component and gradually refine the cut-tree until a cut-tree of the whole network 
is obtained. 
To expand the cut-tree of the root-component, we have to find the maximum 
flows between the vertices in the other components as we traverse preorderly 
through the component tree. Consider a virtual edge (i, j, a) shared by the root- 
component and its son-component. We have 
the upper virtual edge capacity + the lower virtual edge capacity = C(i, j), 
the capacity of the minimum cut separating i and j in the network. Since C(i, j )  of 
the root-component is known, and the lower virtual edge capacity was obtained in 
the second part, we get the upper virtual edge capacity. Thus, we can apply Cor- 
ollary 4 to the son-component and compute the maximum flows in a simplified net- 
work. 
The decomposition algorithm can be stated as follows (a more detailed version 
can be found in [8]): 
1. Use the algorithm by Hopcroft and Tarjan [4] to locate all the separation pairs 
and find the unique set of tri-connected components. 
2. Represent each tri-connected component as a circle and form the component-tree 
as an ordered tree. 
3. Traverse the component tree post-orderly and find the capacities of all lower vir- 
tual edges from the bottom up. Obtain the lower virtual edge capacities by fin- 
ding conditional maximum flows between the separation pairs and condense the 
vertices into super-vertices according to the partitions of the conditional mini- 
mum cuts. 
4. Obtain the cut-tree of the root-component where each node of the cut-tree con- 
tains one or more vertices. 
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5. Traverse the component-tree pre-orderly and find the capacities of the upper vir- 
tual edges of all components. Whenever an upper virtual edge capacity of a com- 
ponent is found, we obtain the maximum flow values between the vertices in the 
component and expand the cut-tree accordingly. In finding the maximum flows 
between the vertices on one side of a minimum cut, vertices on the other side of 
the minimum cut can be condensed into a single vertex. When the maximum flow 
values between the vertices in the last leaf-component are found, we have the cut- 
tree of the original network. 
8. Analysis of the algorithm 
The key lemmas in this paper are Lemmas 4 and 5 which enable us to treat the 
father-component and the son-component separately and obtain the cut-tree of the 
whole network. Normally, it takes O(n 4) time to find the cut-tree for a network 
with O(n 2) edges if the whole network is treated directly. Assume that N can be 
partitioned into 2 components with O(n/2) vertices in each component. We need 
O((n/2) 3) time to find the conditional maximum flow between the separation pair 
hence the lower virtual edge capacity of the father-component. Then we need 
O((n/2) 4) time to find the cut-tree of the father-component and obtain the upper 
virtual edge capacity of the son-component. Finally, it takes another O((n/2) 4) 
time to find the maximum flows in the son-component and obtain the cut-tree of 
the whole network. The same reasoning can be generalized to a network consisting 
of p tri-connected components. 
Assume that the network is bi-connected and rn =O(n2). It takes O(m + n)= 
O(n 2) time to find the separation pairs, and divide the network into the unique set 
of tri-connected components. 
Suppose that the original network has p tri-connected components and each com- 
ponent has approximately equal number of vertices, i.e. O(n/p) vertices. It takes 
O(p) time to construct he component tree. For each component (starting from the 
leaf components), it takes O((n/p) 3) time to find the conditional minimum cut in 
a component. Since there are p -  1 components, not including the root-component, 
it takes O( (p -  1)(n/p) 3) time to find the capacities of all the lower virtual edges in 
the root-component. Starting from the root-component, we construct he cut-tree. 
Since it takes O((n/p) 3) time to find a minimum cut in a component and we have 
to find O(n/p) minimum cuts in each component, it takes O((n/p) 4) time to find 
the cut-tree in the root-component and then it takes O((n/p) 4) to expand the cut- 
tree in each component. Thus the algorithm needs 
O(n2 +p+(p - 1)(n/p)3 +p(n/p)4)=O(~3 + n2 ) 
under the assumption of p components, each of size O(n/p). 
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